The local authority may easily find itself subsidising two ancient Grammar
Schools founded in the days of the Tudors, assisting a Catholic Convent, and
administering directly half a do£en newly built schools, two of which are co-
educational. Within the same area, though outside any public control, there
may be a famous old school, with a national reputation and recruitment but
a strong local influence like Rugby; and another which receives direct assis-
tance from the Board of Education like Bradford Grammar School* Such a
variety is by no means uncommon* But each of these schools has a personality
and some a long history and in the changing world they must each find their
new level* The parent in selecting a secondary school is naturally influenced
by costs and finance* In future this will be the dominating influence* In-
evitably financial considerations will throw more and more of them into the
arms of the Local Authority.
What then is the object of these Secondary School's? Superficially to
enable a larger number of boys and girls to pass the School Certificate, which
is after all nothing more than a standard test and passport to another range
of achievement or scholarship* Just as only some ten per cent pass into the
Secondary School, only about ten per cent continue after the age of sixteen
and prepare for the professions, with or without a University career* The
essence of a genuine secondary school is its sixth form ; it is here that scholar-
ship standards, individual study and seminar discussions can take root* The
relative advantages of a boarding-school are still hotly contested ; it is said
that independence and self-reliance have a more fertile soil for growth when
the child is away from home, but there is another side to this picture* The
daily contact with realities and the affection of a family are themselves uncon-
scious educational influences of immense importance. It will be found that
parents take quite different views even about two sons in one family.
Secondary schools, like the Senior Schools already described, include
much else besides formal learning* The appeal of games especially in England
is too obvious to enlarge on, and many schools now have their Scout Troop
and Cadet Corps, But there is also a range of informal activities or hobbies
which often enthrall boys and girls of this age* Some have a mania for col-
lecting rare objects, others for natural history and wild life, others again for
mechanics or one of the arts* Within the corporate life of a secondary school
there is room for clubs and societies which give scope to enthusiasms, which
encourage adventure, service and leadership* Every secondary school in Eng-
land can show a rich combination of such societies* Those to whom scholar-
ship makes an appeal begin to specialise in the humanities, the sciences,
mathematics or foreign languages. A sixth form which includes some of each
type begins to exhibit the beginnings of culture and intellectual standards.
This has been a priceless experience for countless English boys and from their
ranks the Universities have recruited the cream of scholarship and distinction*
It is for this reason that a Local Authority sees fit to supplement the scholarships
provided by ancient and modern foundations: it is also for this and other
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